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1. Introduction. Let g(x) be real and continuous in the infinite open

interval ( - 00,00) and let y,(x,λ), y«(x,λ) be the solutions of

(1.1) y"+{λ-q{x)}y = 0"

with the initial conditions

(1.2) y,(<U) = i , y/(θ,;) = o, y,(θ,λ) = o, yί'{0,λ) = i.

For appropriate homogeneous real boundary conditions at % — -co, x = oo of

the differential operator

(1.3) Lx = q(x) - ~ ,

there corresponds real symmetric positive definite matrix

(1.4) P{u,) - P(ut) = (pjk{th) -Pshiμύ) , U,ft = 1,2),

— oo < Wj < &O < oo ,

such that we have Weyl2)-Stone's3) expansion (in the sense of Lrconvergence):

(1.5) for real-valued f(x) ε Z i ( - oo, oo),

/(*) - lim Γ du{ I ] Πvy(Λr,«)rfΛ *(«)Γ /(s)^*(^«)*}.
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